Automated peace of mind
Healthcare Identity and Access
Management
Healthcare organizations need an identity and access
management (IAM) solution purpose-built to meet the unique,
demanding, and constantly changing security, compliance,
and workflow challenges of the modern healthcare enterprise.
Here’s what you get with an IAM solution purpose-built
for healthcare.

ACCESS, SECURITY, COMPLIANCE… DAY 1

Eric, Director of IT, relies on
role-based access controls,
automated provisioning and
de-provisioning, and streamlined auditing and analytics.
All essential to IT ops;
transparent to users.

DR. BOB IS RETIRING TODAY… SO IS HIS ACCESS

AND a new group of
residents starts today.
Can your resource-constrained
team move as fast as your
workforce changes?
Improve control
and security.

HOURS OF OPERATION?

NO CLICK ACCESS

Dr. Valena starts today too.
She needs to be
up-and-running stat.
Ensure immediate access to
vital patient care information.

Provisioning set, Dr. Valena has seamless,
instant, and secure access to any desktop,
workstation, or app.
She’s patient ready.

MOBILE DEVICE ACCESS

Dr. Valena is now in-between patients,
checking test results from shared clinical
mobile devices with a simple tap of a badge.
Efficiency on the go.

MEDICAL DEVICES. ALTOGETHER CONNECTED

The new residents are
learning how secure access to
interconnected medical devices
lets them read, capture, store,
aggregate, and transmit
patients’ vitals.
PHI protected.

EPCS EASY

AUDITS? NO WORRIES.

Since the hospital’s EPCS solution
already meets DEA requirements,
Dr. Valena prescribes a controlled
substance electronically for a
patient being discharged.
Convenience. Control. Compliance.

Yikes! A surprise
audit. But Eric has
automated analytics
in place. Reports are
just a few clicks
away. The hospital is
compliant, and he
can prove it.

HOME IS WHERE YOUR CHART IS

Fast, convenient, and
secure remote access
lets Dr. Valena review
files from the comfort of
home. No need for a
road trip to check on
patient info.

IAM IN ACTION

Learn
more.

Enhance your data protection strategy.
Get an Identity and Access Management
solution purpose-built for healthcare.

Identity and Access Management.
From the healthcare experts.
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